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Resource Allocation
By Thomas Saaty

Allocating Resources to Projects
for

The United States Northeast Fisheries, 
Woods Hole, Massachusetts

Steps for Resource Allocation

• Determine the organization’s strategic 
objectives and prioritize them

• Break the objectives down into sub-
objectives as necessary and prioritize them 
in turn

• Establish the Ratings Categories for each 
lowest level objective and prioritize them
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Hierarchy of Strategic 
Objectives and Sub-objectives

Establish Ratings Categories and 
Prioritize for Each Lowest Level 

Objective
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Rate each Project for its contribution 
to each objective, using these Ratings 
Categories, and sum to get its Total.

Where Projects do not Contribute 
leave Cells Blank
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Copy the Projects’ Total Scores and 
Costs to an Excel Spreadsheet

To Better Display the Effectiveness 
Score, the Totals from Expert Choice, 

Divide by the largest, .384, and 
Multiply by 100
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To fund the projects that give the 
most effectiveness for the funds that 

can be spent, use Excel’s Solver 
routine. Set up the Excel Spreadsheet 
as shown on the next slide, and enter 

$150,000 as the amount available.
Then use the Excel command “Tools, 
Solver” to find the optimum solution.

Set up a Decision Variable column.  0 
means do not fund, 1 means fund, the 

project in that row.  Initially it contains all 
0’s, and Solver puts in 1’s for the 

projects to be supported. 
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Set up the Excel Solver routine parameters 
to maximize the Performance Effectiveness 

target cell, and solve.  Solver puts the 
appropriate 1’s and 0’s in the Decision 

Variable Column.

Solution: $159K dollars of the $160K 
available can be allocated as shown 

below with an effectiveness of 319.79
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The graph below shows that 
Effectiveness increases rapidly with 
additional expenditures up to about 
$150 K, and less rapidly after that.

An Observation

• Businesses are often interested in 
increasing their return per dollar 
spent, or maximizing their “bang 
per buck”. 

• Governments are often interested 
in getting the maximum effective-
ness, regardless of cost


